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C ommissioner Yeh, Minister Syu, the members of the National

Council for  Marine Affairs Advancement, ladies and gentlemen,

and the press, good morning to you all!

Firstly, as all are welcome to address our concern for Taiwan's

marine affairs development, and with the attendees being avid enthu-

siasts and important force behind pushing forward Taiwan's marine

affairs mission, Shi-kuen would like to submit our heartfelt ad-

miration and appreciation for your valuable contribution and

involvement on behalf of the Executive Yuan hereinafter EY.

President Chen has instructed, "The oceans are not

where we stop but is of an infinite extension of our vision".

In recent years, upholding this spirit, the Executive Yuan

team is aggressively broaching a broad-based administra-

tion approach in a move to avert the once-narrow policy of

emphasizing developments on land and overlooking devel-

opments on sea, and has further launched an "The National

Council for Marine Affairs Advancement hereinafter NCMAA,

Executive Yuan"  where I have been appointed as the chairman,

with a 24-member council filled by representatives form the industry,

government and academic sectors, and set up by six mission tasks, which

will continue to develop , initiative ,coordinate, and consult marine af-

fairs policy and major implementation that meets global trend and na-

tional development interest.  Over a year's time, taking to an innova-

tive thinking, the NCMAA has actively pushed forward toward future

marine development for the national, and has completed drafting a

"National Marine Policy Guidance", and a "Tasking plan" for all mis-

sion tasks, which are debuted at today's forum and to the general public,

anticipating to garner widespread opinion exchange, foster innovative

and value enhancing input and opinions toward the nation's marine

development that would instill the national marine affairs development

policy with comprehension and feasibility.

Reflecting the first globalization movement in the 17th century,

Taiwan has already played an important role of trade and cultural ex-

change between the East and the West; in the second globalization trend

in the 21st century, the Executive Yuan team will continue to devote its

efforts in excelling Taiwan into a Pan-Asia logistical hub.  And the lo-

gistical headquarters plan launched two years ago, as well as promot-

ing Taiwan as the international R&D hub, has seen more than 200 head-

quarters spawned as of this November, over 100 R&D centers launched,

brining our efforts to garner worldwide recognition.  In this October,

the World Economic Forum ranks Taiwan's growth competitiveness in

the fourth place; in the overall soundness among the Asian countries,

Taiwan has reigned first place in consecutive three years.  In creating a

marine culture and maritime awareness, the Council for Cultural Af-

fairs of the EY and the Penghu County Government have jointly staged
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in this November a "Four Centuries of Penghu-Dutch Encoun-

ter" campaign. The National Council on Physical Fitness and

Sport has successfully staged many maritime activities in the

past two years, increasing the number of water sports

enthusiasts, while the National Museum  of Marine Biology &

Aquarium is promoting a Maritime School project with many

school districts, working to expand the local denizens' hori-

zon and recreating a marine culture uniquely of Taiwan.

As an island surrounded by ocean, everyone on the is-

land is the son of the sea, and the Executive Yuan team has

adopted the pioneering spirits of our earlier settlers by pursu-

ing a Democratic Taiwan and Prospering Taiwan vision to ex-

cel this Pacific-rim island into an important global role not to

be reckoned with, a crucial theme that marks the forum's cen-

tral focus - Establishing marine nation, Taiwan sets sail.  To

awaken the local  people's respect for ocean and to know more

about the sea in a sustainable marine development and

utilization, Shi-kuen hereby pronounce a major declaration by

designating 2005 as the "Taiwan's Marine Year", and let us work

hand-in-hand to jointly culminate this marine nation.

Reflecting Taiwan's history, Taiwan's aborigines are part

of the Southern Island branch, as revealed in scholar and ex-

pert studies, that New Zealand's Maoi tribe has originated from

Taiwan's Southern Island linguistic branch, and a majority of

the Southern Island linguistic branches in South Pacific have

also been originated from Taiwan.  The forefathers of Han have

begun crossing the Black Ditch the Taiwan Strait in the late

Ming Dynasty and early Ching Dynasty, clearing lands and

cultivating the island.  A proverb prevailing at the time - Three

survive, two die and five turning back, is probably a best de-

piction of a meager 30% success rate of the earlier migrants.

During Ching Dynasty Kang Shi, Yung Chen, Chien Lung and

Jia Ching Empires ruled over a 100 to 200 year period, the mari-

time ban find mostly male migrants traversing across the strait

leaving females behind, which leads to the fact that most of

them move to marry aboriginal maidens.  Earlier Taiwan

settlements, aborigines or Han settlers alike and wherever they

come from, are sea challengers. In 1624 the Dutch  occupied

southern Taiwan; In 1626 the Spanish  seized northern Taiwan,

and the Dutchmen were eventually expelled 24 years later.

With varied command systems, Span ruled from the Ameri-

can and Mexico through its mainland, and in turn Mexico ruled

Manila, the Philippines, which in turn governed Taiwan.

Whereas the Netherlands ruled from its mainland through

Batavia with a command route traversing from the East to the

West, where Taiwan sat on the adjoining line that the East and
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West invasions met, with two European forces hitting Taiwan

in just two years apart.  This has been closely related to the

15th century's Tordesillas Treaties and the Treaty of Utrecht,

untaught in Taiwan's history textbook, which put Taiwan as

a Pan-Asia operating hub already.  Vessels coming from east

and west of Taiwan need to enter the An Ping Port to remit

navigation surtax seeking safety protection, while Taiwan

remains a vital stronghold where the Eastern and Western

cultures meet, a phenomenon that has gone on for several

centuries.  All are indicative that we are indeed the sons of

the sea not shunned from challenging the ocean, and as long

as we know how to aggressively branch out toward the sea,

Taiwan's ability to master the sea will greatly excel the island's

sustainable development for how a wealth of marine re-

sources can be tapped into.

Lastly, Shi-kuen hereby anticipate that the forum would

come to a successful close, and I wish you all good health,

good fortune, and a happy New Year to you all.  Thank you.




